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Between common sense
and rashness
Bringing together two persons like Josep Ramoneda (Cervera, 1949)
and Alfred Bosch (Barcelona, 1961) to talk for an economy
magazine is striking. Neither of both are educated in economics nor
do they work with business or finance. Mr Ramoneda is the director
of the Barcelona Centre of Contemporary Culture and Mr Bosch of
the Centre of Contemporary Studies of the Government of Catalonia.
Two persons from the area of culture, thought, analysis and
reflection; two leaders who have been looking at Catalonia for their
whole life, trying to figure out where it needs to go to.
When identity shown to the world gains new value and helps making
a difference in an increasingly competitive global market, it makes
sense to talk with two experts in scanning the country. For today,
when surviving the crisis requires mostly internationalisation,
identity and our image in the world become the added value we give
to our products. In terms of identity, Mr Ramoneda and Mr Bosch
are two of the most authorised voices in the country to describe how
the world is seeing us and especially how we need to present
ourselves to contribute towards revitalising the Catalan economy.
ARNAU ALBERT
Josep Ramoneda and Alfred Bosch talk about
economy of identity
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For a long time, properties associated to a
culture and a country have been considered
from given perspectives an insignificant
matter, an item attached to the past. But it
seems that in the world of today, charac-
terised by globalisation, all items defining a
culture are taken into account again as the
image conveyed by a country has eventually
an impact on the value the consumer attaches
to its products. The best example are probably
Chinese products, considered goods of poor
quality but affordable for most people. 
Alfred Bosch (AB): The economy of identity may be
a problem, a nuisance or an opportunity. For
what is a nuisance for a multinational distribut-
ing movies is an opportunity to us. For a long
time we have been able to do it. We started with
the Olympic Games or even earlier, with interna-
tional dissemination of what we could call an
absent culture, a culture without an own state, if
you wish. That is, spreading out to the world a
culture that had never been seen so far. This is
the point in it, the discovery factor. People
coming here and getting surprised at the wealth,
the cultural potential, the lifestyle, the aesthetics
they do not know. This is very magic. It’s very
powerful, but it also has a limit, a ceiling and in
part we are getting there. People, visitors,
economies, markets ready to discover are not all
but only the most advanced ones. And the
success of Barcelona goes along these lines: the
restless loved it. However, how do we reach the
whole mass behind the restless? I don’t know if
we need to go a step further than what we have
been exploiting for the last twenty-five years.
Josep Ramoneda (JR): Perhaps we should start by
making some precision about the concept of
identity. Regarding the concept of identity or
economy of identity, I feel the same as with the
concept of alliance of civilisations. They seem to
be good ideas based on probably wrong
concepts. That is, behind the idea of civilisations
or identity is the assumption that we citizens are
earmarked on grounds of origin. In the case of
civilisations it’s religion and in identities it’s the
birthplace. This has been an enormous limitation
since the 20th century, when citizens were
increasingly defined by multivalent identity. We
need a wider concept of identity, an identity
along the lines of cultural accumulations created
by a given place at any time. In this respect there
are many opportunities, many potentialities for
this country. Being 7.5 million inhabitants, many
of whom arrived recently from abroad, provides
an opportunity – if things are well done, and you
bet they are! – to show the strength of multiple
identity. The success of Barcelona is based on the
city’s big diversity making it a place attracting
different groups like homosexuals. This is an
interesting value joining other more constant
and consolidated ones in the country. It is true
that we have an own powerful and unknown
culture, which creates a discovery effect that is
very nice. But this effect can wear off as it will
hardly consolidate because the strength you have
is after all limited compared to other cultures.
Bosch: «Rather than the birthplace,
identity should be related with where
we want to go to, what scenario of
consensus we create altogether.»
AB: Rather than the birthplace, identity should be
related with where we want to go to, that is,
what scenario of consensus we create altogether.
JR: An active identity.
AB: Yes, active, evolving and especially elective.
A basic issue, not only regarding identity but in
any individual and collective right, is that there is
no generation able to impose its system on that
of later generations. Each generation has the
right and probably also the duty of creating its
own landmarks. So identity is the one each
generation decides. 
Ramoneda: «We have an unknown
culture creating a discovery effect.
But it will hardly consolidate because
the strength you have is after all
limited compared to other cultures.»
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JR: As a definition, I fully agree with that. This is
one of the potentialities of the country: the
ability of creating an evolving identity, a country
regenerating cyclically. This is very attractive in
the end because there are not many in the world
with this ability, some because they are too big,
others because they are too undefined and
others because they take everything too much for
granted. Why is France asking now what is
France and what means to be French? Because
have they been spending years taking everything
for granted and now they suddenly notice that
perhaps it was not as obvious as they thought.
Here, the need of keeping this alive forces us to
stir it up permanently. This has the advantage of
providing a more open-minded perspective. If
the discussion is what are the burdens of the
identity issue related to the need of selling a
given Catalonia brand, I would start with one
thing. I have the feeling that the time of
universal brands is running out. Coca-Cola
would have hardly any success now. Just look at
how it split up into thousands of subproducts:
light, Zero, caffeine free… with endless different
subproducts. In the world of today, a brand
works less according to how it addresses the
world but how it addresses segments, specific
social networks. This is an interesting starting
point to think about the use and potentialities of
the Catalonia brand. I don’t know if the goal is to
make a universal brand or if we rather should
find out the relevant players for this brand
AB: I remember a conversation with Joan Manuel
Tresserras on what makes Catalonia appear as a
special nation, a network nation rather than
a classical or conventional nation. Isolated
products and brands have increasing difficulties
in going international, but networks are
prospering. Networks are what is really global.
Google is an unstoppable phenomenon. There
are national brands able to create networks and
thus to be successful. The Catalan case has
considerable advantages, for instance «dot cat»
associated with the idea of the Catalan Lands
(the whole Catalan-speaking area) as a network.
However, we need to be very aware that as a
global phenomenon it has little power. Brands
may decline but are still very relevant. When you
go to the supermarket you by Coke, not
networks. And when you say country, the world
understands a state. When you go abroad and try
to explain what Catalonia is, it is very difficult as
it is not a standard brand.
JR: As of today, the brand is Barcelona. This is the
item with a universal outreach. But this brand
needs to be diversified and enlarged, a bit like
Coca-Cola, as it still is a single brand, though it
had never been as fragmented as now. 
Once there is an agreement on the concept of
identity we shall feel comfortable with, we should
define how the current generation of Catalans
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«When you go abroad and try to explain what
Catalonia is, it is very difficult as it is not a
standard brand», Alfred Bosch points out.
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wishes to be to describe the properties associated
to our products to make a difference and hence
be more competitive in a global market. 
AB: The Barça brand. The Pep Team (FC Barcelona
under coach Pep Guardiola) is the best example
of what we shall send out to the world. Half the
years of my life I remember absolute draught in
titles. But for some time now, we have won one
tournament after the other. And the best is that
it not only works as a sports universe but it
also distils a set of values, a given teamwork
ethics, very different from Real Madrid. People
supporting Barça are different from those
supporting Madrid as they perceive that both
represent different things.
JR: These two images are consolidated. In fact,
we shouldn’t be surprised as in the end, it’s the
evolution both cities have gone through. It is true
that there used to be a moment during political
transition at which a certain «Spain myth» was
created as the world saw that Spaniards didn’t
kill each other as had been predicted. That was
the moment at which the Spain brand started
working. In the late 1980s a quite perceptible
divergence began that represents after all the
ultimate separation between Barcelona and
Madrid: Madrid went on growing to become a
global financial capital, while Barcelona rather
evolved towards a cultural capital. In doing so, it
stated the wish of recovering its country,
introduced items of urban culture and design,
sought its strength and ability to become
notorious to the world in the area of thought. It
is about building, living and feeding a city within
an own and multiple culture. I am not surprised
that the football teams are different. One is that
of a global financial capital, the other that of a
capital with no economic nor political power to
be so but trying to become a cultural role model
in the widest sense.
Bosch: «With a state you lose the
discovery factor, that is, the absent
culture or brand. But you would sell
much more easily to a less restless
but much more general audience.»
AB: Perhaps one of the strategic errors we have
made and especially a pitfall into which some
tried to draw us and we sometimes fell into is
talking of Catalonia as just another of seventeen
Spanish regions, when it neither is nor wants to
be it as otherwise it would mean the end of
Catalonia as we understand it. What we need to
do is to convey the idea that we are one of two:
Barcelona and Madrid.
JR: This is very consolidated abroad. Perhaps they
don’t know what Catalonia is, but what they
definitely don’t know is La Rioja or Valencia.
AB: But if you go for instance to a foreign
company and tell them that they have to label
their products in Catalan, the first they tell you is
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Segons Ramoneda, Madrid s’ha convertit en
capital financera i Barcelona en capital cultural. 
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that if they do, they’ll also need to do it in
Basque, Galician… But this is not the truth.
There is a powerful, a very powerful language as
is Spanish and a strong one as is Catalan. That’s
not silly. There is Catalan and Spanish, Iberians
and Celts, Barça and Madrid, Escorial and Sagra-
da Família. What is in between is another divi-
sion. And we have not taken it seriously enough. 
JR: I think it is easier to articulate this difference
outside Spain because in Spain it always seems
you despise the rest.
AB: It seems especially that you are rivalling
with somebody, so it is dangerous. If I were
Spanish, I wouldn’t admit it either.
JR: Perhaps you would! Because it’s the dynamics
in Spain. The day this does not happen Spain
won’t exist! So the Spaniards are the first
interested in it. The day this does not occur it will
mean that Catalonia isn’t there
AB: The problem we have with Spain is that we
used to have a historical marriage that is over.
For years, ever since the Industrial Revolution
started, the task division was very clear: the
ones produced, the others ruled. The ones were
producers, the others consumers. It was an
arranged marriage as Spain protected Catalan
products, which worked more or less. But this
historical scheme broke up and we do not know
what to do. Shall we separate or renew the
agreement? Spain seems to be happy as it is.
It doesn’t want to review any agreement. It
doesn’t want to be plural. And there comes the
moment at which Catalans get very angry
because the tax deficit we’ve been bearing over
decades does not justify anymore because there
is no compensation. Spain doesn’t protect us
anymore. And vis-à-vis the world, Catalonia
does not exist for different reasons, one of
which is that there is no better identity than
having an own colour on the map.
JR: This is true.
AB: If you have a colour on the map you can
invent some properties associated to that colour 
Ramoneda: «Inclusive and peaceful
independence proving the ability for
self-management would consolidate
the Catalonia brand considerably. It
would mean to overcome the rise of
Madrid and the concealment of
Barcelona and Catalonia.»
JR: Inclusive and peaceful independence
proving the ability for self-management would
consolidate the Catalonia brand considerably.
It would be a new start and a historical
specificity, overcoming the rise of Madrid and the
concealment of Barcelona and Catalonia, the
quantum leap of Repsol, Santander, Telefónica…
in which Catalonia plays no part. And these
brands have a global image.
AB: But just look that during all this time, the bill
Catalonia has been paying is almost higher than
what we paid when we were taking a fair share
of it. The problem is not so much tax deficit with
Spain. The problem is that there is no convincing
return as there used to be in the past. You paid
the bill but Spain gave you an associated service.
When you pay the bill so Telefónica moves to
Argentina and makes Madrid a business El
Dorado, then you start getting angry.. 
JR: And when you want to own some of these
companies, there is even the government pre-
venting you from doing so as occurred in the
Gas Natural takeover bid. But we need to
understand that Catalan businesspeople have no
hurry in leaving Spain because their market is
still largely Spanish. They are afraid.
AB: But time eventually converts more people
than reason. Under the Franco regime, Catalonia
exported to Spain more than half its output. In
the 1980s this rate went down to slightly more
than 40%, in the 1990s we ware at 30% and now
at twenty-odd percent. And if you take off 
Valencia and the Balearic Islands, we are down to
twenty percent. So in thirty years…
JR: … the Catalan market has become international.
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Bosch: «The tax deficit we’ve been
bearing over decades does not justify
anymore because there is no
compensation. Spain doesn’t protect
us anymore. There is no better
identity than having an own colour on
the map.»
AB: One third of the market is Catalan, forty
percent is international and less than one third is
Spanish. But what makes you think far beyond
that is the development. Perhaps they are afraid
now, but if the trend goes on, they won’t be
within some years. 
JR: Nothing is more significant than economic
change.
AB: This is partly due to Spanish authorities that
still want to earn the Catalan bill without any
compensation. And of course, this will have
Catalan companies go and find other ways to
survive. I don’t know if political independence
will come, but what is obvious is that we are
seeing economic independence.
JR: The best way is internationalisation of the
economy. In this respect, the crisis may help a
bit. Who wants to survive needs to export. And
here we need to be very careful according to the
branch. There are some where what works is
efficiency, price, product competitiveness, while
others demand added value. Look at the
strength of Italian, German or French identity.
Ever since I can think of, Italy has been
associated with beauty, Germany with efficiency
and technological power, France to a certain,
I don’t know if moral added value. This has been
so for many years. It’s an almost automatic
mechanism. We don’t have that here. Barcelona
has worked very well as a design brand. Perhaps
it is not at its best moment now, but it has
worked reasonably well. 
AB: It is a slightly different brand. Because
people come here and see the work of geniuses,
Gaudí, Dalí… But they don’t have the
perception that this is applicable to mass con-
sumption. We should invent something. Gaudí
is the most expensive and unexplainable thing
of the world!
JR: This is very interesting. What makes
Catalonia’s universal image are singular, weird
persons that have nothing to do with its
economic, cultural and social model. This is
puzzling. What has Gaudí to do with Catalonia?
Nothing! It’s the anti-example. The essence
of Barcelona is Cerdà, Gaudí’s opposite:
rationalism, well-done work, seriousness… and
Gaudí is mysticism, rashness. The latter is the
image conveyed to the world. It’s a distorting point.
AB: But the idea that we are a country with more
geniuses per capita than what would be usual is
certainly profitable. We had it in architecture, in
plastic arts and right now in football.
JR: But just look at Guardiola: he’s Gaudí’s
opposite image. Guardiola is Cerdà! Quiet, or-
derly, calculating, planning… The same applies
to medicine and the bio industry, where
Catalonia is also leading. 
AB: A combination between common sense
and rashness is needed. We can exploit that in
literature, music, theatre, cinema… It’s very
interesting. Or in cuisine and food. People come
here and the truth is that they eat rubbish. But
it has been possible to create an image of genius
work around the Cerdà grid. We should
concentrate on geniuses as an exception, which
is the idea that has settled. We have been selling
geniuses, which makes the lure.
JR: Geniuses serve as a hook but in the end, the
reality, what keeps the country kicking, is the
medium level. France used to have almost all
the best chefs and lost them. However, you go
to Paris and chances you eat well are much
higher than in Barcelona. It is difficult, but as
you say, we should perhaps be able to find a
balance between common sense and rashness.
The big power of the country lies rather in
Cerdà than Gaudí or Dalí. Here you find the
business structure. 
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Ramoneda: «Geniuses serve as a
hook but in the end, what keeps the
country kicking is the medium level.
Here you find the business structure.»
AB: We are a middle-class society. They are
modest but have the say. In this respect we are
very European. We are not a country of bankers
but of current account depositors. This is why we
often act in such a conservative way. But within
this average style, that of the Cerdà grid and
Catalan common sense, there are these outbursts
of talent, rashness and genius, which is what
facilitates our international image. Do we want
an international image? This is the way to go.
JR: I have the feeling that the brand will be
rather based on common sense than on
rashness, the genius demanding attention,
but I am not sure that it unleashes a chain
reaction. Having an own state obviously
helps in having a brand. But another thing is
talking of distinctiveness. 
AB: I have the feeling that the brand will
be rather based on common sense than on
rashness, the genius demanding attention,
but I am not sure that it unleashes a chain
reaction. Having an own state obviously helps in
having a brand. But another thing is talking of
distinctiveness.
JR: We must not forget that it all happens within
the European Union. In case of separation, little
would change. The framework is the same. The
market, the currency, all is the same. 
AB: And in the long term you overcome
Catalanophobia stemming from belonging to
the same state. The way of two hugging each
other, as Rubert de Ventós says, is that they
become separate, be two, as one alone will not
hug himself.
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